
DDMS P OBUL REDDY PUBLIC SCHOOL SCHOLASTIC & NON-SCHOLASTIC MONTHLY LOG (2024-25)
MONTH:APRIL                              CLASS-IV                       NO OF WORKING DAYS: 15

S No.
Name of Subject & 

Subject Teacher Lesson / Topic
Activity/

 Experiment Material Required Teacher’s Demonstration Additional Information

Learning Outcomes and
Relevance of the topic to 

real life
Multiple 
Intelligence

SCHOLASTIC

1 ENGLISH

Ms. Kanaka Durga Ch
Ms. J V VIjayalakshmi
Ms. P Aruna
 

Revision of Grammar 
Topics
Parts of speech
Reading a lesson
Lit Lsn-1 
Unit -1

Spelling skills- Using 
adjectives  when 
introducing themselves.

Act- You are given the 
magical ability to 
understand and speak 
the language of one 
animal. 
Which animal would 
you choose and Why?

Blackboard
pictures of Ls-1 
on Smart Board 
 

Teacher guides  them to 
use 
suitable adjectives to 
introduce themselves.
Reading a lesson will help 
them to
 know more new words.

Teacher will revise 
grammar topics
New words will be used in 
own sentences  with 
meanings.

Students will give own 
sentences  using nouns, 
pronouns, adjectives etc.
The student uses nouns,
verbs,adjectives and 
prepositions in his /her 
speech.
Identifying about the 
differences and 
similarities between how 
people communicate and 
how animals 
communicate.

Verbal
Interpersonal
Visual
Linguistic

2 II Lang  

TELUGU 
 
  
Ms. Nagamani
Ms. Swarnalatha
Mr. Vijaypal

వరమ ల, గ ణం ల  ,

గ ణం  ప ల , సం ిదత 

ా ాల  

సంయ క, త ,సం ా ర 

ప ల  .

ాఠం-1 ెలం ాణ ౖభవం 

య  ాగయ కం ా 

ా ంచుట. 

ాఠ ప సకం,  బ  

ాఠ ప సకం

స ష ఉ రణ ా ప లను 

ఉచ సూ, ా ంచటం 

జర గ త ం . 

ధ ఉ హరణల ద ా 

ా కరణ షయ  బ ంచటం 

జర గ త ం . 

ెలం ాణ ాష పకృ  వనర ల , 

కవ ల , క ార ల , 

గధనుల , క కట ల 

గ ం  వ సూ య  

బ ంచటం జర గ త ం . 

లను చూ ిసూ ప లను 

/ ా ా లను ంత మ టల  

ా ంచుట. 

ెలం ాణ ాషం ప త  

ె  ఇతర య లను  

ా చూ ించటం 

జర గ త ం .  

ర ల  ఇంటల / ాఠ ాలల  

తమ చుట  క ిం ే వసువ ల 

రను ాయట  

పయ ార .   

ెలం ాణల  చూడద న తక 

కట లను సంద ంచట  

ఆస  చూప ర .

Verbal
Interpersonal
Visual
Linguistic

HINDI

Ms Meena  
Ms Vijaya Bharathi

हदं  वणमाला , 
मा ाएँ , मा ाओं से 
बनाने वाले श द , 
अनु वार , 
अनुना सक , आगत 
व न ,

संयु त यंजन, 
संयु त अ र तथा 
व व यंजन , र 

के व भ न प I
Recapitulation.

पाठ – 1 
वीर तुम बढ़े चलो 

क वता वीर तुम बढ़े 
चलो का स वर पाठ 
करवाया जाएगा 

श का याकर णक 
इकाइय  को उदाहरण 
स हत समझाएँगी I                                 

श का क वता को  
लयब धता के साथ 
गाकर सुनाएँगी I

अ या पका माट बोड पर 
याकर णक इकाइय   से 

संबं धत व डयोस दखाएँगी 
I                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

पाठ – 1 वीर तुम बढ़े चलो 
का य – य मा यम से 

दशन कया जाएगा I                                                                                                                                                    

छा  याकर णक इकाइय  

को जानगे 

छा  भारत  देश क  मह ा के 

बारे म जानगे I  Linguistic
Naturalist



3 MATHEMATICS 

 Ms.Ch.Himabindu
 Ms.B.Srilatha

Chapter-1 Numbers
Place Value,Face Value,
Comparing & Ordering of the 
numbers,Forming the greatest 
number and Smallest number
using given digits.

Using the number cards 0-9, 
making3 & 4 digit number,
dentifying the place value,
face value of each 
and every digit in the
formed number.

A4 Sheet ,
Number cards 0-9

Demonstration of  a 3 & 4 digit 
number using flash cards and 
counting down the place value 
and face value of each and every 
digit in the number and also forming
the greatest & smallest possible 
number by using the digits of the 
number.

Teacher will make students to 
understand how to form a number
by arranging the flash cards and 
also forming the greatest &
smallest number using the digits 
of the formed number.

Students will understand that 
knowing the  place value & face
value are very important in forming 
the greatest and the smallest
 numbers..
Numbers are used in counting 
money,phone numbers,password
on our phones.

Logical
Kinesthetic 
Interpersonal 

4 EVS 
MS. A.Rohitha
MS.  K.Anuradha
MS. P. Santhipriya
MS. J.V.
Vijayalakshmi

Unit-I
Lesson-1 
Vital parts of our body

Draw the internal and
external parts of the body.
Having debate in the 
class about which internal 
organ in the body is most 
important.

A4-sheet
colour pencils/crayons

Demonstration of the internal 
and external parts of the
body by organising fun games
like simon says touch your 
body part, flash cards and 
head, shoulder, knees and toes
song.

Teacher will enable the 
students to know about the 
functioning of internal and
external parts of the body. 
Importance of digestive 
system.

Students will be knowing about
their body parts and how to take 
care of them .
Importance of healthy diet and 
exercise for the proper functioning
of our digestive system.

Bodily-kinesthetic 
Intrapersonal 
Visual-Spatial .

5 COMPULSORY TELUGU వరమ ల, గ ణంతప  

గ ర ల ,గ ణంత ప ల , 

గ ణం ల .

పఠన ౖప ణ ం ాఠ ప సకమ ల ప నఃశ రణ ాళం ాచ ంచడం గ ణం లను కమపద ల  

అ ర ో ాల  లక ం  

ా ంచడం6 ART\CRAFT 

Ms.Shabana
Mr.Hari Krishna

Art.Integration.
Sub ;EVS, 
Topic -Food we eat

Children learn to draw fruits
and vegetables and know the 
colour, shape, size, learn their 
scientifical names and also about 
 health benefits,vitamins and 
minerals.

Two white colour A4 size 
papers  black sketch pen
crayons/colour pencil/water 
colour /poster colour ,
Card board .

The teacher will demonstrate 
practically explain step by step 
making drawing and colour
 fruits and vegetables.

Interaction between students 
and teachers and they develop 
their skills confidence levels
by involving in  art work .
They will learn about 
real importance of food we eat.

Children gain the knowledge of 
all types of material used in art and  
craft , names of fruits and vegetables
and their colour, shape, size and
scientifical names ,health benefits 
about vitamins minerals.

NON-SCHOLASTIC

7 MUSIC  
Ms. Katyayani

Prayer song: Dayakar 
daan Vidya ka

An activity on our nation.

Pictures of national 
flower, animal, bird 
and flag.

To teach the lyrics of the song,
clearly  and learn the tune.

.This song is prayer about our 
duty towards nation and an oath 
to fulfill our responsibility towards
 achieving it.

Students will understand about
the importance of education .

8 DANCE 
Mr.Shivaraj

Folk dance of Maharastra.Students will learn dance 
according to the song.

Dance master will teach the dance 
steps as per the song.

Children gain  knowledge about 
Maharashtra's dance forms.

ICT 
Ms G Sreedevi

Ls - 3
More on Paint 3D Adding stickers to the 

Canavas Paint 3D
Demo - adding stickers and 
3D objects from the 3D 
library

Spatial 
Intelligence 
Naturalistic 
Intelligence

9 YOGA Meditation
Inhale and exhale exercise

Demonstration in the 
classroom.

Benefits of doing meditation.Practice meditation for improving
concentration.

10 PE
Ms.Naga Lakshmi

INTRODUCTION CLASS 
OF INDOOR GAMES.

Helps to Improve 
analytical thinking, 
better focus,
sharpens the mind. ...

CHESS BOARDS,   
CARROM BOARDS,

DEMONSTRATION IN INDOOR 
STADIUM

ENCOURAGE STUDENTS TO 
SHARE THEIR IDEAS ABOUT 

THE IMPORTANCE OF GAMES 
AND SPORTS

PRACTICE REGULARLY TO 
IMPROVE THE INDOOR 
GAMES

11 SPECIAL EVENTS NIL

12 EXAMINATIONS NIL



13 COMPETITIONS NIL

14 CO-CURRICULAR 
ACTIVITIES

NIL

15 HOLIDAYS 9th April Ugadi, 11th April Ramzan(tentative), 17th April Sri Ramanavami.


